
6/20  - When you know too much (or too little.)
Did you grow up with the Bible, and now you’ve heard it all before? Or maybe you’re new to the Bible 
and intimidated and confused. Your own level of experience may be the obstacle you need to 
overcome.

6/27  - When it feels like an irrelevant book of rules.
Think the Bible is like an encyclopedia of God’s ancient rules for our behavior? That’s not very 
inspiring. Is there another way to see it?

7/11  - When you’re not sure whether it’s human or divine.
Do you struggle with the idea that the Bible is fully divine? What about all the difficult stuff in there? 
What about contradictions? Can the Bible be completely Divine and not be completely perfect?

7/25  - When you keep getting stuck in Leviticus.
The Bible doesn’t read like any other book. Why is that? Did you know that trying to read the Bible 
from cover to cover is usually a very bad idea? We’ll talk about why.

8/8  - When it seems like anyone can make it say anything they want.
Does it bother you that so many people say that the Bible says conflicting things? How can we trust 
a book that can be interpreted any old way? We’ll talk about the 1 rule for reading the Bible that will 
keep you out of the ditch.

8/22  - When it doesn’t CLEARLY SAY what people say it CLEARLY SAYS.
So many people say, “The Bible clearly says....” and then you read it for yourself and it doesn’t seem 
clear at all. Sometimes it even seems to contradict itself. Are some parts of the Bible more important 
than others? How do you know which ones?

8/29  - When you’ve been hurt by Bible Bashers.
What if the Bible is triggering for you? How can you read it when it’s been used to hurt, abuse or 
silence you?

The Bible is a vital tool for knowing and connecting with God. But what if you have 
really good reason for not reading it? What if you’re confused? Or hurt? Or lost in 
Leviticus? Join us this summer as we look at 7 different obstacles we struggle with 
that keep us from a life-giving, engaging, spiritually meaningful experience of the 
Bible. 

Directions to Bridge City and service information on the back.
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Invited! bad experiences?

just  rules?

inspired?
contradict ions?

bib le bashed?

Located in Milwaukie, OR, Bridge City is a community of people who are responding 
to God’s invitation to follow Jesus.

If you’re looking for a church where everyone is perfect, where the way you look 
or the life you’ve lived are used to evaluate you, where you can be anonymous and 
your only value is that you fill a seat and give some money, then we are probably 
not the church for you.

But if you’re wanting a spiritual foundation, if you want relationships that matter, 
if you want to try to understand Jesus and His way better without being required 
to accept or affirm things you don’t yet understand, then we invite you to come 
try out our broken-but-healing, spiritual-but-not-religious, trying-and-sometimes-
failing community of people who have found healing, love, and purpose in Jesus 
Christ.

Love God.  Love People.  Bless and Serve the World.

Weekend Gathering and 
offices located at:

The Bridge House

Weekend Schedule

Classes   9:30 AM
Worship  10:45 AM

503-794-1696
info@bridgecity.org

www.BeTheChurch.net
www.BridgeCity.org

or find us on Facebook.


